
Subject: Rise of the Brotherhood !
Posted by Staude on Mon, 11 Aug 2008 09:13:17 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Rise of Apocalypse, the mod turning renegade into it's own based on a more realistic (and
Tiberian Dawn true according to some intel) version of Tiberian Dawn, or, atleast, two years after
its conclusion, has begun releasing strange messages.

The mod which haven't been updated since last christmas, with the exception of this picture:  (but
which has been in production in over three years)

started to show strange images a few days prior to this post. Below I include what appears to be
the first, real notification that the mod is in fact alive and perhaps prospering:

Now, there is very little to make sense in all of this, however, it would seem that they have taken it
to the next level.
Below I include a news post also containing a audio clip of what appears to be a intercepted
broadcast which seems to be originating from Nod, however, who put them on the moddb page is
a mystery, afterall, it also seems that the transmission and included text is confidential GDI
material. What Exacly is happening is unknown, but have a look at the included audio
transmission below, and have a look at the textual transmission aswell. See if you can make some
of it. Perhaps you should even head to http://www.moddb.com/mods/5570/rise-of-apocalypse to
see if you can figure out what exacly is going on ?

Quote:**Secure Login Information Accepted**
..... Accessing Command ....
.............

Access Granted....
    **Welcome Back Commander**
...
Accessing Transmission Database....

......

.................
Transmission Received.....

"Commander, we have retrieved encrypted audio
from a Nod gathering as I am sure you are already
well aware of."

"The Decryption is still in progress, however,
we have some alerting news. This is strictly
confidential."

"After the crushing blow at Sarajevo where we
crushed the fanatic leader of Nod known as Kane
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we had gotten the impression that Nod forces had begun
to falter, and that the organization known as 'The
Brotherhood of Nod, had collapsed. However, it would
seem that someone else has gathered up the loyal
following of Kane, and is rebuilding the
organization. Our spy's Intel goes far beyond this
however, this line may have been compromised."

"We will talk again soon. Be wary of who you trust
commander."

"Nod may already have spies well within our ranks."

**Transmission End**
    128bit encryption processing......

................

.......

........
Encryption Failed. Please Contact Database staff for
manual encryption and/or a fix of this encryption software

Logging out...

    **Good Day Commander**

Decrypted Message Extracted From Nod Part 1:
http://www.moddb.com/mods/rise-of-apocalypse/videos/decrypted-messege-part-1
**Take Note. Above link leads to AUDIO MESSEGE supposedly broadcasted by Nod**

Since this audio clip two more pieces has been released.
The first is another transmission containing green text on a black background.

The second one however, entitles something new.
It's this picture with the following description

Quote:A man was found this morning, dead. He had no ID or any information that could lead to
who he might be. He only carried this photograph.
On the back, the words "Trech Gutters" were spelled.
We must find these "Trench Gutters" as it could potentially be the last big Nod stronghold. See
what you can make of it. 

I have no doubt that we will hear more of this in the coming days, be sure to be on the lookout.
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